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December 30, 2013

Ancient Fabric Fragment Contains Lost Biblical Blue, Scientists Say
The nearly 2,000 year old fabric fragment contains a fringe dyed with
what scientists believe is the Biblical tekhelet, the mysterious blue or
purple Jews are commanded to wear as fringes on the corners of their
clothes and which was used in the coloring of the clothing of the Kohen
Gadol (High Priest ) in the ancient Jerusalem Temple.

File photo: Wool being dyed with dye taken from a Murex snail by the Ptil Tekhelet Foundation. Sunlight causes the dye to consistently turn sky
blue; without sunlight, the dye varies in color from almost purple to a light blue.
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Scientists Reportedly Find Ancient Fabric Fragment Is Biblical Tekhelet Blue
Shmarya Rosenberg • Failedmessiah.com
Israeli scientists have confirmed that a textile fragment with ritual fringes that is almost 2,000-years-old contains the blue
color called tekhelet in the Bible, Ha'aretz reported.
This is only the second piece of such fabric ever found in Israel. The first piece, containing dark blue dye, was found at Masada
during excavations there. But it may not be local in origin and for that and other reasons has had little impact on the debate
about the actual color or source of the dye.
But the fragment studied and reported on now is of local origin, is close to 2,000 years old and apparently contains the real
Biblical blue, a blue that is sky blue – not the dark blue found at Masada or the purple some rabbis have postulated. The
fragment was reportedly found in the 1950s in a cave at Wadi Murba’at, a site where Jewish fighters hid during the Bar Kokhba
revolt in the second century CE.
Dr. Na'ama Sukenik, a curator at the Israel Antiquities Authority, announced the find Monday at a conference held in
Jerusalem to mark the 100th anniversary of the publication of Rabbi Yitzchak Halevi Herzog’s doctorate on tekhelet. Herzog,
who later became the first Ashkenazi chief rabbi of Israel, postulated that the dye used to make tekhelet comes from the Murex
snail.
But Herzog had difficulty producing one uniform color from Murex snail dye and eventually came to believe the Murex might not
be the source of tekhelet dye.
After his death scientists discovered that sunlight causes the Murex dye to consistently turn sky blue; without sunlight, the dye
varies in color from almost purple to a light blue. That would mean that if the Murex is the source of tekhelet dye, tekhelet must
be sky blue in color.
Because of that, the Ptil Tekhelt Foundation in Israel began producing sky blue tekhelet made from Murex dye almost two
decades ago.
In 1887 Rabbi Gershon Henoch Leiner, the Radziner Rebbe, postulated that the Sepia Officinalis (common cuttlefish) was the
source of the Biblical dye, and Leiner, his hasidim, and some Breslov hasidim began wearing dark blue colored tekhelet made
from it. Although it was later shown that almost any organic material, including ox blood, could have been used as the base of
that dye, and that its blue color came from chemical and organic additives, not from the cuttlefish itself, Radziner hasidim and
some Breslov hasidim continue to wear tekhelet made from it.
Which of these two tekhelet colors and sources is correct? Or is another yet to be discovered color and source the correct Biblical
tekhelet dye and color?
Sukenik, who studied the Wadi Murba’at fabric fragment for her doctorate, recently had that fabric fragment chemically
analyzed and found the dye does not come from cuttlefish – it comes from the Murex Trunchular, the snail Herzog argued 100
years ago that the tekhelet dye came from. That, combined with its presence on ancient tzitzit (ritual fringes), the location of the
find and the high probability the fabric fragment comes from the army of Bar Kokhba – who briefly reigned as a kind of king
over parts of Judea and who had the backing of the great Mishnaic rabbinic sage Rabbi Akiva and thousands of his students,
many of whom joined Bar Kokhba’s army – makes Sukenik’s fragment the almost certain Biblical tekhelet, Murex-derived and
sky blue.
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Good news. Once again, science, a knowledge system that the frumma reject, comes to the rescue. Good that the origin of the dye has
been proven at last. Of course, it won't stop the Breslovers using the incorrect cuttlefish dye.
Posted by: David | December 30, 2013 at 09:41 PM
Oh wow! That would suggest the Bible is true. Which means that you Scotty really are a mamzar by Biblical definition. How cool is that.
Posted by: rainmaker | December 31, 2013 at 02:30 AM
This is irrelevant. 1 - We are descendants of Khazars. 2 - Out mothers were Romans.
Posted by: bendinai | December 31, 2013 at 02:49 AM
rainmaker –
Does idiocy run in your family? Or did you learn yours in your Chabad yeshiva?
Process little man:
It does NOT prove the Torah is "true" any more than finding Jerusalem would have proved the Torah is true.
Why?
Because no educated person claims everything in the Tanakh is false.
What we claim is that based on scientific fact, scientific evidence and history lots of what the Tanakh claims is false.
So there was no worldwide flood, for example. However, King Zidkiyahu existed.
We know historically that Jews wore tekhelet. But until now, we did not know its actual color or the animal its dye is derived from. But
now, thanks to science – not Torah, not your dead rebbe, not you – we know the color is sky blue and the source is the Murex snail.
You are a cretinous POS, little man, and your idiocy keeps alive the memory of your dead rebbe's failings, his lies and his own mental
illness.
Posted by: Shmarya Rosenberg | December 31, 2013 at 03:28 AM
"Of course, it won't stop the Breslovers using the incorrect cuttlefish dye."
Or the Radziners. Their rebbe did it, and that is all that matters to them. This is what makes Hasidism idolatrous. Of course, you can't tell
that to most Jews today. Hasidism has been romanticized beyond recognition.
Posted by: Jeff | December 31, 2013 at 06:21 AM
Do you want to know why the knowledge to make tekhelet was forgotten??
Because the sect or clan that made tekhelet regarded the process as secret as to protect their jobs.
Posted by: Isa | December 31, 2013 at 06:28 AM
>> Posted by: rainmaker | December 31, 2013 at 02:30 AM
Yep. A piece of wool turned blue. Well, I'm convinced. Fit me for a black hat.
Posted by: Jeff | December 31, 2013 at 06:41 AM
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